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Video Capturing Training – Bug in the Ear  

There are two systems for communicating with those involved in simulations – “Bug in the Ear” and “Voice of 

God”.  Bug in the Ear is specific to ONE person within the simulation (usually a standardized patient telling them 

how to react to a specific situation) or Voice of God to communicate with everyone in that room (tell them to start 

sim or end sim) 

1. Turn on the computer and log in using your regular Sinclair login information 

2. Open the video capture software by double-clicking on icon 

 

3. Since you already logged into the system, the control panel is ready to go.  NOTE:  You need to be in the 

control room that is associated with the Bug in the Ear or Voice of God mic.  For this we are using 12-224F. 

4. Click on room icon for the room you will be transmitting into (either Bug in the Ear or Voice of God) to open 

the recording screens. 

 

5. Where are the “Bugs in the Ear”?  Well in the closet of course!   

 

6. Bugs in the Ear are labeled as to which controller room is associated with it. 
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7. The Bug in the Ear unit is both the transmitter and a one ear earbud 

 

8. Turn knob to turn on unit and use the knob to adjust volume.  Green light comes on right away, blue light a 

couple seconds later. 

   

9. Give this unit to student. 

10. To talk with student with bug in the ear 

 Make sure mic light is NOT flashing 

 

11. Go to the CAMERA B screen and CLICK AND HOLD DOWN mic icon   
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12. Speak into the large mic – student will hear in their ear. 

13. Release the mic icon to stop speaking to the student. 

14. When done using, REMOVE the foam covering on the Bug in the Ear and discard. 

15. Replace unit into charging unit…you need to push down so that charging lights come on. 

 

 

 
 


